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C
asa Marcial is an internationally recognised 2 Michelin Star restaurant located in the small Asturian village

of La Salgar, near Arriondas. Set within the forested foothills and meadows of the Picos de Europa this

exquisite restaurant, reached by narrow winding roads, was the former small family restaurant of owner and

chef Nacho Manzano together with his sister Esther (one Michelin Star) . The distribution of small dining

rooms is developed on two floors that contain the good taste of rustic simplicity. Nacho pays tribute to the traditional

family recipes of his mother with a creative menu. His beautifully crafted, delicate cooking reinterprets traditional ideas

and ingredients in a contemporary idiom, and serves them in a simple, almost austere setting of wood and stone. Nacho

Manzano knows how to capture the philosophy offered by his parents and bring to this his technique, modernity and

innovation respecting and manipulating with total mastery Asturian products, with a signature style that make his dishes

easy to recognise. Today, named as one of the top ranked Chefs in Spain, Nacho is also Executive Chef at Iberica - Lon-

don, creating an ever-evolving menu which combines traditional classics with a contemporary edge to deliver the very best

in Spanish gastronomy, wine and culture. Some of the signature dishes of Casa Marcial include Asturian Fabada. This

emblematic dish has been redefined into a dish of haute cuisine. Corn fritters stuffed with sardines and onions - one of the

chefs first childhood recipes - is a popular choice that remains on the menu. Seasonal specialities that hold childhood

memories include roast whole Woodcock - paired with an exquisite Burgundy, and Oricios - Sea Urchins, a seasonal

product essential in the Asturian kitchen, fantastically improvised into Sea Urchin pâté. Fish of the day is fresh catch from

the nearby ports of Tazones, Ribadesella or Avilés. Sommelier Juan Luis Garcia Ruiz manages wine with professionalism

and care, and offers well-chosen references in Spain and Europe combined with unique rare labels. Offerings include:

Chamomile last Maruja's Juan Pinero (Sanlúcar de Barrameda), Serragguia zibibbo bianco '14 (Terre Siciliane IGT), Pur

Sang from Didier Dagueneau '94 (Loire), Moncerbal ' 03 (Bierzo), La Bota de Palo cut no. 6 (Jerez), Marqués de Murrieta

label Imperial white '71 (Rioja), and Champagnes: Jacques Selosse Substance SDR '06 and Billecart Salom cuvée Nicolas

'98. Nacho Garcia run also La Salgar Restaurant in Gijon awarded with a Michelin Star too.

Restaurant Casa Marcial,
www.casamarcial.com

Restaurant Casa Marcial
A TOP GOURMET RESTAURANT RUN BY NACHO & ESTHER MANZANO
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